Bike Hotel Matthiol Zermatt

Bike Hotel Matthiol Zermatt
Bike Hotel Matthiol Zermatt is located in the glamorous resort town of Zermatt. This stunning
mountain resort is well known for outdoor sports like climbing, skiing and of course cycling.
Zermatt is located in the Swiss Valais canton in the south of Switzerland. This region has one of
the most spectacular mountain ranges in the European Alps. The Valais canton is a real cycling
paradise for every kind of cyclist. Here you’ll experience one of the most challenging cycling
tracks and mythical climbs.
The luxury boutique Matthiol hotel likes to amaze their guest with relaxation and mountain
adventures. With individualised services, private spa areas and with a view of what we find to be
the most beautiful peaks in the Alps.
All biking enthusiasts will feel at home at the 4 * hotel right on edge of the forest with fabulous
views over the Matterhorn. Enjoy the heart-warming atmosphere of the luxurious boutique Hotel
Matthiol. The territory of Zermatt – Matterhorn is a Mountain bikers paradise with countless trails
and routes to explore for all kind of cyclist from the beginners to the more professional bikers.
The hotel offers you unforgettable adventures on two wheels in the heart of the Swiss Alps!
Check also our Bike rental outlets in Europe – CCT BIKE RENTALS EUROPE
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Enjoy a wonderful cycling holiday in the Swiss Alps!
Zermatt is a premier biker's paradise with many varied routes in the alpine heights and stunning
views. Afterwards, you can clean your bike at the hotel and store it in the bike room.
Hotel Matthiol love sharing the most beautiful tours with you. You can download these and take
them along with you. E-bikes with GPS are also available for rent.
After an eventful day, you can relax in the wellness area and enjoy a culinary treat in in the
restaurant, Filet et Fils
The restaurant put more on the plate than just food. Taste traditional ingredients and interpret
them in new ways – regional meat and cosmopolitan culinary art unite in a modern and real
cuisine with a dash of down-to-earth tradition on the open grill.
Book now your bike package : 3-5 -7 overnights in a deluxe double room
(Upgarde to the next category upon availability)
1 2-Course Lunch in mountain restaurant SAFEALP ( excl – drinks)
1/2/3 3-Course dinner in resatairant FILET ET FILS ( excl – drinks
2 x bike Passes for Zermatt/Sunnegga, Zermatt/Gornergrat, Zermaat/Furi/Schwarsee for
2/4/6 days
Shuttle for arrival & departure from 8.00 AM until 21.00 PM
3 Nights from 1095 euro
5 Nights from 1695 euro
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7 Nights from 2295 euro
Price for 2 people, including breakfast
Check all our Bike friendly hotel pages : CYCLE CLASSIC TOURS BIKE HOTELS
Happy Cycling
Cycle Classic Tours and the staff of Boutique Bike Hotel Matthiol Zermatt

Facilities
Bike rental
Half & Full Board
Guided bike tours
Bike workshop
Bike storage
Spa - Wellness
Laundry
Garden
Restaurant
Wi-Fi
Bike maps
Info Desk
Bar
Ride support
Fitness room
GPS Routes

Boutique Bike hotel Matthiol for passionate cyclist!
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Bike
Hotel Matthiol is the perfect choice for you and your family. Zermatt is the ideal base for cyclist
who are interested in spending pleasant moments here while exploring the surrounding
territories. If you wish to travel with a bike guide from the hotel or on your own with maps and
routes to explore the area on your bike, that is also possible. Moreover anyone who is not as
enthusiastic about cycling can enjoy an extensive programme of other leisure activities.The
Matthiol Hotel has a spacious and secured bike storage room where you can clean the bike, or
fix it if needed. You could also use the laundry service to clean your sport wear
NUMEROUS FACILITIES

Need tips about highlights and information? There are many cycling routes/trails for MTB bikers
available at the reception. Boutique hotel Matthiol presents:
Bike rentals: discovering the magnificent landscapes in and around Zermatt with top
class bikes from the local partner bike store in Zermatt
Bike storage with cleaning area
Relax in the wellness and spa area after a hard day on your bike. Individueal massages
on request
Enjoy a culinary treat in the hotel restaurant, Filet et Fils - traditional ingredients, regional
meat and cosmopolitan culinary art with a dash of down-to-earth tradition on the open
grill.
Biking in the fresh air before a unique panorama of the greatest peaks. Zermatt's
surroundings offer 100 km of designated mountain bike trails for every level to explore.
The trails are between 1,400 and 3,100 metres and lead past crystal clear mountain
lakes, through shady forests, and of course, the best mountain restaurants.
The majestic Matterhorn - the Mountain of Mountains and of the most famous
mountains in the Swiss Alps
When it comes to MTB experiences the Swiss Alps is a cycling paradise with countless
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opportunities.
Most important is the personalized service. The friendly staff can help you will all kind of
questions
Enjoy your cycling holiday with Bike Hotel Matthiol Zermatt a passionate, quality-driven
bike-oriented hotel!

Hotel Information
Bike Hotel Matthiol Zermatt Matthiol Boutique Hotel Moosstrasse 40 3920 Zermatt
Switzerland Telephone +41 (0)27 968 17 17 info@matthiol.com
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